Samplers on Pinterest. See more ideas about Canvas, Cross stitch samplers and Embroidery. Four cross borders; one containing verse; two showing floral patterns and squirrels; ... Wonderful bright colors, a LOOOONG verse, and quirky century motifs make for a American Needlework in the Eighteenth Century Essay Heilbrunn ... StitchingLes Palettes. Cross stitch/embroidery idea for Family Tree for nana and grandma Sampler by unknown (late 18th–early 19th century). Medium: silk embroidery. The Lady in red spinning her wool - GigiR Designs. blog_1 Samplers - Jersey Heritage You searched for: 18th century sampler! Etsy is the home. Primitive cross stitch sampler chart/pattern, schoolgirl folk-art, primitive needlework, Emmeline Polk. Samplers and Quaker Motifs: Yarn Tree, Your wholesale source for. Linen sampler embroidered with silk in double running stitch and pattern darning, ... The motifs are in the style of the earliest group of pattern-books, from 1524–40. . with silk and metal thread, by unknown maker, England, early 18th century. . uses embroidery, worked in red silk cross stitch in a block of text unrelieved by